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Description 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to provide management guidelines for the assignment (‘minting’) 
and maintenance of Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) at Griffith University.  

2 Context 

2.1 Digital Object Identifiers 
Digital Object Identifiers, commonly shortened to DOIs, were invented to give individual digital 
resources or items a unique, persistent identifier.  

DOIs provide a regulated means of identifying 'objects' so they can be accessed even with 
changes of ownership and location.  

This is achieved through a combination of technical infrastructure and social infrastructure. In 
essence, while the DOI never changes, the location that it is pointing to and the information 
presented at that location can be updated as needed. 

2.2 Technical infrastructure 
The DOI infrastructure makes use of the Handle System 
(https://www.doi.org/factsheets/DOIHandle.html), which provides a means for assigning, 
managing, and resolving persistent identifiers for digital resources. The underlying system stores 
identifiers (names, or handles) of digital resources and the information (metadata) necessary to 
locate, access, and otherwise make use of the resources. Metadata such as the web location of a 
resource can be updated over time to reflect the current state, enabling the persistent identifier to 
resolve to the correct location. 

A DOI is made up of alphanumeric characters and must be unique. All DOIs start with the number 
10 followed by a period, and a number assigned to Griffith as a minting group (our 
prefix:10.25904).  

This is an example: 10.25904/1912/3916 

As a URL the format is with 'https://doi.org/' before the number: 
https://doi.org/10.25904/1912/3916 

2.3 Social infrastructure 
The DOI creation process is governed and managed by the International DOI Foundation. 
Registration agencies under the Foundation are appointed to provide service, quality assurance 
and overall integrity of the DOI system. 

Social infrastructure in terms of policy and process is also required at the institutional level. DOIs 
differ from other persistent identifiers in that they require a minimal amount of metadata to be 
provided at the point of assigning (‘minting’) each DOI.  

DOIs require a commitment from the provider to maintain the URL associated with the DOI. 
When Griffith mints a DOI through a registration agency, Griffith becomes responsible for 
maintaining ongoing access to the digital resource over time and keeping metadata relating to the 
DOI up to date.  

https://www.doi.org/factsheets/DOIHandle.html
https://doi.org/10.25904/1912/3916
https://doi.org/10.25904/1912/3916
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Activities to ensure the persistence of the identifier need to be built into future upgrades, data 
migrations or product replacements that could break the resolution process. 

2.4 Datacite - Griffith’s registration agency 
Griffith mints DOIs through DataCite. 

Formed in 2009, DataCite (https://www.datacite.org) is a global non-profit organisation that 
provides persistent identifiers (DOIs) for research data and other research outputs. 

The Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC, formerly Australian National Data Service) 
joined DataCite and in 2011 launched the Cite My Data service to offer minting of DOIs to 
Australian research institutions. In 2020, ARDC transferred their DOI minting service into the 
newly established DataCite dashboard, Fabrica. The Cite My Data service is no longer offered, all 
ARDC DOI minting members complete their minting services through direct access to Fabrica.  

As of 2020, Griffith University uses machine-to-machine DOI minting, from Griffith Research 
Online (GRO) to Fabrica, using the MDS API. DataCite has flagged that this API will be retired at 
an unspecified date after 2021, requiring users to migrate to the REST API. 

2.5 Maintaining agency memberships 
Persistent identifier services are a key part of the research publication process. As noted above, 
the process of minting a DOI for a resource represents an organisational commitment to provide 
ongoing access to it and maintaining the metadata associated with the DOI. There are direct costs 
associated with maintaining registration agency memberships and unit costs associated with each 
DOI that is minted using the service.  

For these reasons, registration agency memberships are the responsibility of the University 
Librarian. DOIs should not be minted for Griffith University digital resources through other 
registration agencies without the approval of the University Librarian.  

3 DOI management 
This section of the document provides guidance on all aspects of assigning (‘minting’) and 
managing DOIs. It is intended to inform best practice at Griffith.  

3.1 Business rules for assigning a DOI  
A DOI can be minted where the digital object meets the following criteria: 

• The resource does not already have a DOI or other recognised global persistent identifier 
assigned to it. 

• Access to the resource is open, mediated, or embargoed (with a specified end date). 
Resources which will not be able to be accessed by interested parties in a reasonable 
time period (e.g. due to ethical or legal constraints) should not have a DOI assigned to 
them. 

• The resource is a citable contribution to the scholarly record. 

• As a contribution to the scholarly record, the resource will be stored and made accessible 
in the long term (preferably permanently) via a repository, database or system that is  

https://www.datacite.org/
http://www.ands.org.au/services/cite-my-data.html
https://support.datacite.org/docs/mds-api-guide
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o managed by Griffith, or

o managed by a third party with which Griffith has an ongoing contractual
relationship, or

o recognised as a trusted digital repository.

• High quality metadata is available that supports the provision of mandatory elements
required for compliance with registration agency guidelines (see 3.4).

• The resource is of a type approved for minting within the DataCite dashboard: research
data, creative works, theses, or non-traditional literature.

3.2 Assigning DOIs to different types of material 

3.2.1 Research data 
DOIs for research data (dataset/data collection) registered with and/or deposited in Griffith’s 
Research Data Collection are minted by the Library. The ARDC site 
(http://www.ands.org.au/guides/doi) has further resources on DOIs and research data. 

3.2.2 Non-traditional literature 
DOI minting for creative works, reports, working papers and unpublished conference outputs will 
be reviewed by the Library on a case-by-case basis in reference to the business rules (see 3.1) 

3.2.3 HDR Theses 
DOIs are minted by the Library for theses. DOIs minting is scheduled for all conferred theses 
submitted to Griffith Research Online, 2 weeks after their submission date. 

3.2.4 Other materials 
Material that does not fit the above categories is not currently assigned a DOI. 

3.3 Process for assigning (‘minting’) a DOI 

3.3.1 Requesting a DOI 
Complete the Get help from the Library request form to request a Digital Object Identifier 
(DOI) for non-traditional outputs such as working papers, reports, creative works or datasets. 

Requests must include a landing page, either: a GRO record (preferred), existing or created at 
time of request, or in special cases a link to a landing page with a #.griffith.edu.au/ address 
(these require review and approval).  

The landing page must contain sufficient metadata to meet DataCite minimum requirements 
(see 3.4). GRO records are immediately compliant, which is why they are the preferred landing 
page. 

http://www.ands.org.au/guides/doi
https://intranet.secure.griffith.edu.au/library/forms/help
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3.3.2 Minting with DataCite 
Minting of DOIs for datasets using the DataCite service can be done in one of two ways. 

3.3.3 Machine-to-machine interface 
A DOI minting task is available from the Griffith Research Online administration menu’s ‘Curation 
Tasks’. 

The Griffith Research Online administrators can run DOI minting tasks for approved GRO 
records. Machine-to-machine minting is preferred as DOIs are created and assigned 
automatically, with metadata checked and sent by the GRO system. 

3.3.4 Web interface 
DOIs can be minted manually by staff in Digital Library Services entering metadata details into a 
form. 

The DataCite Fabrica web interface is used for these tasks. Access to this interface is restricted 
to staff members with ARDC Data Source Administrator privileges. The dashboard is available at 
https://doi.datacite.org/repositories/ardcx.griffith. Instructions for use of this interface are provided 
by ARDC: DOI Service. 

3.4 Metadata 
Registration agencies maintain guidelines for the metadata that needs to be deposited as part of 
the minting process. DataCite documentation is available at: https://doi.org/10.14454/7xq3-zf69  

There are a number of mandatory metadata elements: 

• Creator(s)
• Title
• Publisher
• Date
• Identifier/URL [web address]
• Resource type.

The full list of elements can be found at https://schema.datacite.org/. 

While only this minimal metadata is required, Griffith will provide as many optional elements 
as possible. 

3.5 DOI landing page 
A DOI should resolve to a landing page that contains metadata describing the collection, not 
to the object itself, this is why Griffith Research Online records are the default landing page for 
all Griffith University DOIs.  

Digital Object Identifier (DOI) Management Guide, December 2020 

https://doi.datacite.org/repositories/ardcx.griffith
https://ardc.edu.au/services/identifier/doi/
https://doi.org/10.14454/7xq3-zf69
https://schema.datacite.org/
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Landing pages must be within approved domains (#griffith.edu.au/) for DOI minting to be possible. 
Additionally, the landing page should be part of a system that is:  

• managed by Griffith, or  

• managed by a third party with which Griffith has an ongoing contractual relationship, or  

• recognised as a trusted digital repository.  

Where more than one landing page is available, the DOI should resolve to the source system 
used for long-term management of and access to the digital object. 

3.6 Level of granularity 
A DOI is always assigned to a landing page, but that page can describe a resource that is at any 
level of granularity. In the Griffith context, a DOI is likely to be minted at the item level (for singular 
publications, research data, and non-traditional literature). A DOI can be for the collection level 
where a landing page links to multiple resources, for example a research data collection landing 
page that links to multiple other individual research data records. GRO does not typically register 
records for research output collections, requests for collections records and DOIs would require 
review and approval.  

3.7 Citation 
The DOI will be included in any citation displayed on the metadata landing page for the collection 
(or item within the collection, as applicable).  

3.8 Versioning 
Some resources will be subject to change over time.  

High level changes include: 

• metadata changes that would lead to a change in the citation, e.g. the addition or deletion 
of an author / contributor or a title change; 

• in the case of a dataset, the deletion or addition of data, e.g. a new wave of data from a 
longitudinal study.  

A low level change would be correction of a spelling error in a description or addition of a 
keyword. 

If a DOI is minted for a resource that is later subject to a high level change then a new DOI will be 
minted for the later version of the material. In this case, Griffith will maintain both versions, each 
with a separate DOI. The descriptive metadata for the resources will reflect the versioning that 
has taken place: the ‘dc.relation.hasversion‘ (new) and ‘dc.relation.isversionof’ (previous) 
elements can be used to refer to versions. 

If a lower level change is required, then a new DOI does not need to be minted. 

3.9 Collaborative data collections 
If resources are produced as a result of a collaboration with external parties, then those involved 
in producing the material need to decide who mints the DOI and which landing page the DOI will 
resolve to. 
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Considerations might include: 

• Who is the primary researcher or author? 

• Who is the lead institution? 

• Who provides access to the material? 

• Who is going to maintain access to the material in the long-term? 

• Which institution has the capacity to mint a DOI? 

Where another trusted institution (e.g. another university or CSIRO) has already minted a DOI for 
a jointly produced resource, then that DOI should be stored and displayed in Griffith metadata 
records rather than minting a new DOI. This is applicable even where the DOI landing page points 
at the other institution.  

3.10 Updates 
When the location of a landing page changes or breaks, the DOI Identifier metadata element 
needs to be updated by Griffith, so that the DOI continues to resolve to the resource. 

3.10.1 Bulk updates 
The work involved in updating DOIs should be factored into upgrades, redevelopments and new 
system implementations for any repositories or similar systems that contain Griffith digital content 
for which DOIs have been minted.  

In these cases, use of machine-to-machine interfaces for updating via an XML upload may be 
required rather than manual updates.  

3.10.2 Manual updates 
For small numbers of edits, manual interfaces are available: 

DataCite: https://doi.datacite.org/repositories/ardcx.griffith 

Requests for updates should be assigned through using the same process as initial requests (see 
Appendix A).  

3.10.3 Link checking maintenance 
The DataCite Fabrica web interface contains a DOI link checker that runs in the background for 
members - https://blog.datacite.org/link-checker/  

3.11 Takedowns and withdrawals 
Where a resource has been taken down or withdrawn (for whatever reason) and that resource 
has been issued with a DOI, the landing page that the DOI links to needs to be maintained.  

The landing page should include reference to the withdrawn material so that users who click on 
the DOI can still find information about the resource.  

This is part of the commitment to maintain persistence through use of the DOI infrastructure. 

https://doi.datacite.org/repositories/ardcx.griffith
https://blog.datacite.org/link-checker/
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3.12 Feedback 
We welcome any feedback regarding these guidelines or queries on the DOI minting process for 
Griffith. Please contact gro@griffith.edu.au.   

mailto:gro@griffith.edu.au
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4 Appendix A: Decision tree  
(PDF Link) 

 
 

https://griffitheduau-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/t_reeson_griffith_edu_au/ESvYYuYNfqVGo_49yWepSzEBWn4BQol_udDYNFw4h2MVYQ?e=GWQbnF
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